The effects of genetic exchange on variable antigen expression in Trypanosoma brucei.
The inheritance of variant surface antigens in Trypanosoma brucei has been determined by identifying variable antigen types (VATs) in each of two cloned parental stocks and then examining the presence and abundance of these VATs in hybrid progeny produced when these stocks undergo genetic exchange during co-transmission through tsetse flies. Nine VATs have been identified from the repertoire of the parental stock STIB 247L and 5 VATs have been identified from the parental stock STIB 386AA; the identified VATs were exclusive to each stock. Their inheritance was elucidated using two assays. In the first, repertoire antisera (RAS) containing antibody specificities to many different VATs were raised in rabbits to the 2 parental stocks and 6 progeny clones. The presence of VAT-specific antibodies in these RAS was then determined by antibody-dependent complement-mediated lysis. In the second assay, the 2 parental stocks and 4 hybrid progeny clones were each independently transmitted through tsetse flies and VATs observed using VAT-specific antisera in indirect immunofluorescence of metacyclic trypanosomes and in bloodstream forms of fly-bitten mice. The results from both assays showed that (1) both metacyclic- and bloodstream-VATs were inherited into the progeny, (2) each hybrid progeny clone contained some VATs from both parents, (3) hybrids did not express all the VATs from either parent, (4) there was little apparent pattern as to which VATs had been inherited and which had not and (5) the VAT repertoires of the hybrid progeny appeared to be larger than those of the parents. In addition, two results indicated that control of VAT expression remains unaltered after genetic exchange.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)